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Description

The present invention relates to a data processing apparatus having a controller for at least one output peripheral, wherein a character generator is capable of providing for each character code a series of signals corresponding to the dots of the character in accordance with a predetermined matrix, the character generator comprising a portion which is capable of being loaded with a reduced number of characters that are normally contained in a mass memory.

Various apparatuses are known, wherein the peripheral comprises a VDU or a printer. In such arrangements, in general, the character generator comprises a read only memory (ROM) which is recorded with the desired sets of characters. In the case of Oriental languages in which the number of characters or ideograms is very high, the character generator in the known apparatuses necessarily contains a limited number of characters selected from those which are more commonly used for the specific application, whereby to go from one field of application to another, it is normally necessary completely to program the generation of characters.

One known apparatus which seeks to overcome these problems, in a cathode ray tube dot-matrix display, is described in United Kingdom Patent GB-A-1 481 559. The display device has a character generator comprising a small capacity random access memory (RAM) device in place of the ROM. At predetermined address locations in the RAM are stored the character format information for each raster line being displayed on the cathode ray tube. A screen refresh memory which stores the RAM addresses controls the recall and display of the stored lines. When the formation of a stored line changes or a new line is required, the revised or new character format information for that line is loaded into the RAM from an external computer driving the display device and the RAM address for that line is loaded into the screen refresh memory.

The apparatus according to the invention is characterized by means for transferring a character to the said portion in response to the character being requested by the said at least one peripheral and not being found in the said portion.

In a preferred embodiment, the present invention provides a data processing apparatus wherein the character generator has a very high capacity and does not require particular programming for Kanji ideograms.

In accordance with another feature of the invention, the character generator is connected by way of an internal bus to a plurality of peripheral units of which at least one comprises a dot printer for selectively receiving the codes for an auxiliary character generator and print signals directly from the main character generator, priority and arbitration means in respect of the internal bus being provided to coordinate the requests for characters of said peripheral units.

The invention will be described in more detail, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a general diagram of a data processing apparatus having a controller for at least one output peripheral, in accordance with the invention,

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic table of the codes used by the character generator of Figure 1,

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the video control unit,

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a control module of an operating station, and

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the character generator of the apparatus.

Ideogram script generally comprises a very high number of ideograms or characters. In particular, the Japanese script referred to as Kanji comprises many thousands of characters.

The Japanese standards organisation (JIS) has already standardized the codes of about 7000 characters, including those provided by the ISO standard for the Latin, Cyrillic, etc. alphabets which are coded with a byte. The Japanese standard further comprises the following three basic parts:

a) 453 characters of the Kana alphabet, with numbers and symbols and a set of reduced Kanji characters, all coded with a byte, following a command, for example the command ESC (escape);

b) 2965 Kanji characters, referred to as first level JIS, which are the most widely used, being coded with two bytes; and

c) 3400 Kanji characters, referred to as second level JIS, also coded with two bytes.

All the remaining Kanji characters which have not yet been standardized are referred to as "Gaiji".

The data processing apparatus according to the invention essentially comprises a controller, as generally indicated by reference numeral 10 in Figure 1, which makes it possible to print and optionally display messages which include both coded characters and Gaiji characters. Printing and display are effected by dot matrices. The basic matrix of the character is one of 28 x 24 dots of which two rows of dots at the top and the bottom and a column of dots at the right and at the left form the space between two lines and the space between two characters.

The controller 10 is connected to a central processing unit CPU 11 which can process 16 bit...
words, and a random access memory RAM 12 by way of a system channel or bus 13. In particular, the bus 13 comprises a series of conductors for the data, a series of conductors for the addresses of the RAM 12 and the peripheral units including those connected to the controller 10 and a series of conductors for commands and handshaking between the CPU 11, the RAM 12 and the peripheral units.

Also connected to the bus 13 is a logic unit LU 14 which, under the control of the CPU 11, can manage a series of interrupts in accordance with predetermined priorities which take account of the time of execution of the interrupts and the possible need of software modules, as described in the present applicants' published European patent application EP 0 079 698. The controller 10 comprises a character generator 18 which essentially comprises a read only memory ROM 17 and a RAM 18.

The ROM 17 has a capacity of about 2M bits and is registered with the dots of all the first level JIS characters which are used both for printing and for display purposes. The ROM 17 has an output on three bytes which represent a row of dots of the matrix, whereby a character requires 72 bytes of the ROM 17. Also registered in the ROM 17 are the ISO characters and the Kana characters on a 12 x 24 dot matrix, which are used only for display purposes.

The RAM 18 has a capacity of 64 K bytes and is capable of selectively registering the dots of 512 second level JIS characters and the Gaiji characters, to be used both for printing and for display, and will be better appreciated hereinafter.

The controller 10 further comprises a control unit 19 for a VDU 21, for example of the cathode ray tube type. The unit 19 essentially comprises a 2 K byte buffer 22 for the codes of the characters to be displayed and a buffer 23 for the attributes of the respective characters such as the colour, the phantom character (that is to say, temporarily not visible), the column arrangements, the luminosity of the character (high/low) and flashing. The two buffers 22 and 23 may contain the codes of at least one video page which is formed for example by 25 rows, each of 90 characters.

The unit 19 further comprises two memories 24 and 25 associated with the two buffers 22 and 23, which are used for refreshing the data displayed.

Finally, the controller 10 comprises a control module 27 formed by two control units 28 and 29 for two different operating stations, each comprising a printer 31 and a keyboard 32 for the keying in of data and commands. Each control unit 28 and 29 comprises a serial input-output interface unit SIO 33 and SIO 34 connected to a FIFO memory 36 and 37 respectively. The printer 31 comprises a high-definition dot printing device 38, for example of the type having a needle-type serial printing head with two columns of 12 needles each, being out-of-phase in a direction perpendicular to the feed movement of the head. The printer 31 further comprises a control unit 39 for the various functions of the printing device 38, which is connected to the respective SIO 33 or 34. Associated with the unit 39 is its own standard character generator formed by an ROM 41 in which there are recorded, in accordance with a reduced matrix depending on the spacing (for example for a spacing of 10 characters per inch, a matrix comprising 16 x 18 dots), the characters which are provided by the ISO code (numbers, Latin, Cyrillic alphabet, etc.), the coded characters from the Kana alphabet and those from the reduced Kanji set. The characters stored in the ROM 41 are intended only for printing and may be addressed by the respective codes, as will be better appreciated hereinafter.

According to the invention, the character generator 16, the video control unit 19 and the control module 27 are interconnected by an internal bus or channel 42 which permits a plurality of peripherals to be controlled. The bus 42 (Figures 3 and 5) comprises a data bus 42' and a control bus 42", by way of which the various units and modules may exchange data and commands without passing through the system bus 13. In addition, the units and modules are individually connected to the system bus 13 whereby they are considered by the CPU 11 (see Figure 1) as single peripherals. The controller 10 may include other control units and modules connected to the two buses 13 and 42. By way of example, Figure 1 shows a second video control unit 43, to be possibly assigned to the second operating station controlled by the unit 29.

The Kanji and Gaiji ideograms of the RAM 18 are stored upon initialization of the apparatus.

For that purpose, the ideograms which are not stored in the ROM 17 are normally recorded or archived in a mass memory, for example a magnetic disc unit 47 which, by way of a corresponding control unit 48, is connected to the system bus 13.

From investigations made, it was found that the principal fields of application currently use around 350 Kanji and Gaiji characters in addition to the first level characters stored in the ROM 17, while many other thousands of ideograms are used only from time to time. For that purpose, the RAM 18 comprises a first region 49 (see Figure 5) which stores or retains 394 Kanji and Gaiji characters selected from those which are more frequently used in the particular field of use.

The first of those characters is a special character, referred to as the "blob", which is formed by seven vertical columns and which is used by the VDU in certain cases, as will be better appreciated
hereinafter. The RAM 18 comprises a second region 51 which is used as a FIFO for the other ideograms of the disc unit 47 (see Figure 1) if the controller 10 is asked for a character that at the time is not stored in the RAM 18.

The apparatus treats the characters in accordance with an internal code (ICR) that is substantially similar to the codes of the ISO and JIS standards, but which is particularly suited for the use of the controller. The ICR code is produced from the standard codes by means of a software module for code translation which is carried out in the CPU 11 which, in a similar manner, carries out the reverse translation when it is to exchange the characters with other equipment that does not use the ICR code.

The ICR code represents the ISO characters, including the reduced Kana and Kanji characters, by means of one byte, and represents all the Kanji and Gajji characters by means of two bytes. In particular, the ICR codes of one byte occupy the hexadecimal columns 0-7 and A-D, the ICR codes of two bytes have in the first byte the bit \( b_7 = 1 \) and the bits 0 - 6 different from those of the columns A - D and different from those of the character FF (DELETE) of the column F. That byte may therefore be recognized as the first Kanji or Gajji character byte, which is followed by the second byte of the same character. In that way it is possible to achieve a high number of codes while making the ISO-Kanji distinction lie in the code itself, rather than in an attribute of the character.

The ROM 17 and the RAM 18 (Figure 1) always require two bytes for addressing. Therefore, the ICR codes formed by a single byte must be trans-coded into an address code which will be referred to as KIC and which comprises two bytes (see Figure 2). In particular, that code is produced by adding a second byte to the ICR byte. The ICR codes of two bytes remain unchanged in the code KIC, whereby they have \( b_7 = 1 \) in the first byte.

The Kanji codes stored in the ROM 17 have bit \( 7 = 1 \) in the second byte, and bit \( 6 = 0 \) in the first byte; all the others are Gajji codes.

Figure 2 shows the diagrammatic view of the table of codes, KIC, as illustrated above.

The control unit 19 of the VDU 21 receives the commands and the ICR codes of the characters to be displayed, by way of the system bus 13 and an interface 52 (see Figure 3) which is addressed by the CPU 11 following an interrupt request for characters of the unit 19. In particular, on each occasion the CPU 11 sends a message formed by a string of codes of the characters and the associated attributes. The codes of the characters are passed in bit-parallel, byte serial form by way of a register 53 to the buffer 22, while the codes of the attributes are passed in bit-parallel, word serial form by way of a register 54 to the buffer 23. Immediately after the CPU 11 by way of the interface 52 passes to two registers 55 and 56 the data of the start point of the two buffers 22 and 23 at which recording of the codes is initiated, and passes to two other registers 57 and 58 the data in respect of length of the two strings of codes registered.

The two registers 57 and 58 now each set a corresponding flip-flop 59, 60 which controls a corresponding interrupt logic unit 61 and 62 respectively, as indicated at "INT.DATA" and "INT.ATTR." respectively.

To generate the characters to be displayed, the bytes of the ICR codes of the buffer 22 are extracted from the point addressed by the register 55, by way of a multiplexer 63. That address is subsequently incremented automatically by way of the multiplexer 63, decrementing the register 57. The bytes extracted by means of the register 53 are passed to a transcoder 65 which is capable of recognizing the codes of a single byte and transforming them into KIC codes of two bytes while the ICR codes of two bytes remain unchanged. Therefore, all the ICR codes inputted to the transcoder 65 are converted into KIC codes in accordance with the table shown in Figure 2. The KIC codes given by the transcoder 65 are put onto the internal data bus 42" while a character generation command G is applied to the internal control bus 42".

As will be better appreciated hereinafter, the character generating unit 16 (see Figure 1), in response to a KIC code, generates 24 triplets of bytes wherein the bits = 1 represent the dots of the character of the respective series (font). The 72 bytes of the character which is thus generated are passed by way of the bus 42", which is 24 bits wide, and a register 67, to the data refresh memory 24 which has a capacity of 24K x 24.

In turn, the codes in respect of the attributes which are stored in the buffer 23 (see Figure 3) are extracted one at a time, by way of the register 54, and are passed to an attribute decoder 68 and decoded thereby. The buffer 23 is initially addressed by the register 56 by way of the multiplexer 64.

The addresses of the buffer 23 subsequent to the initial address are automatically generated by way of the multiplexer 64 which effects incrementation thereof on each occasion, while the register 58 is decremented.

The decoded data from the decoder 66 are stored in the attribute refresh memory 25 which has a capacity of 2K x 16.

The data in respect of characters and attributes are stored in the memories 24 and 25 from the point indicated in the registers 55 and 56 by way of two multiplexers 68 and 69 under the control of a
logic control unit 75 which is activated by a command F from the interface unit 52 and a timer 70, for the purpose of incrementing the addresses. The timer 70 is controlled by a counter 71 for counting the elementary rows of the matrix of the characters, being controlled by way of a conductor 72 by the character generator 16 in a manner which will be better appreciated hereinafter. When the register 57 or 58 goes to zero, it resets the corresponding flip-flop 59 and 60 which conditions the corresponding interrupt logic unit 61 and 62 to pass by way of the interface unit 52 an interrupt signal and thus a signal requesting fresh data.

The VDU 21 (see Figure 1) is controlled by a control unit 73 which receives the attributes from the refresh memory 25 and the bits of the dots to be displayed from a shift register 74 at which they arrive three bytes in parallel from the refresh memory 24.

The unit 73 is also controlled by a cursor logic unit 76 formed by a 2K x 1 memory capable of indicating the position of the cursor on the video unit 21 in accordance with the address coming from the CPU 11 by way of the interface 52 and the unit 75. The cursor logic unit is also controlled, by way of a conductor 77, by the character generator 16 according to whether, from time to time, the character is a Kanji character or an ISO, Kana or Kanji character. The unit 73 is controlled by the unit 75 in such a way as to cause repeated sequential display of the dots provided by the memories 24 and 25, whereby the display on the video unit 21 is refreshed.

The unit 73 is also controlled by the input from the CPU 11, by way of the bus 13 and the interface 52 of a register 78. The latter comprises three flip-flops, the setting of which controls, in known manner, respectively inversion of the dots to be displayed with those of the background, disablement in respect of synchronism of the video unit and enablement of the phantom character attribute whereby that character may be selectively rendered invisible under the control of the CPU 11.

The control module 27 (see Figure 1) exchanges the ICR codes with the CPU 11 by way of the bus 13 and an associated interface 94 (see Figure 4) which is common to the two units 29 and 28. In particular, the ICR codes of characters and commands generated by each keyboard 32 (see Figure 1), by way of an interface 87 (see Figure 4), are passed to the corresponding serial interface 33 and 34 respectively. The interfaces 33 and 34 pass the codes to the bus 13, in bit-parallel, byte-serial form, by way of a multiplexer 78 and the interface 94.

The ICR codes to be printed, before reaching the bus 13, are analysed by the CPU 11 (see Figure 1) which distinguishes the codes formed by a single byte from those formed by two bytes. When a code formed by a single byte is recognized, the CPU 11 passes a signal on a conductor 80 (Fig 4) and a first sequence of codes which is indicative of the fact that the codes of the characters which follow are of the single byte type. When however a two byte code is recognized, the CPU 11 emits another sequence of codes which is indicative of the fact that the codes of the characters which follow are of two byte type. For each message, the CPU 11 obviously emits an address code which establishes if they are directed to the unit 28 or 29.

If the CPU 11 has recognized a single byte ICR code, it is passed directly to the interface 310 of the unit addressed, by way of a multiplexer 79 (see Figure 4) which is controlled by the signal indicative of recognition of that type of code received on the conductor 80. The code is then passed serially by way of an interface 81 to a logic unit 93 (see Figure 1) which is capable of recognizing the sequences of codes that precede a series of character codes. When the sequence indicative of the character codes formed by a single byte is recognized, the logic unit 93 commands a switching means 82 in such a way that the code bits arriving from the interface 81 are stored in a register 83 associated with the control unit 39 of the printer 31. The register 83 now addresses the ROM 41 which thus directly generates the print signals for the unit 39 of the printer 31.

It will be clear therefore that the ISO characters including the reduced Kanji and Kana characters represented by the above-mentioned single byte ICR codes are printed without passing through the character generator 16 (see Figure 1). If however the CPU 11 has recognized the first byte of a Kanji code, it passes that byte and the immediately subsequent byte to a 16 bit print register 84 (see Figure 4) associated with the unit 28, 29 addressed. Those two bytes, by way of two registers 85 and 86, are passed to the bus 42 for generation of the corresponding Kanji character. As will be seen in greater detail hereinafter, in response to such data, the character generator 16 (see Figure 1) passes on the internal bus 42 for each of the 24 rows of the matrix of the character, a group of three bytes which represent the dots to be printed in the corresponding row of the character. Each group of three bytes of the font, by way of the two registers 85 and 86 and a third register 89, is loaded in parallel in the respective FIFO memory 36, 37, the capacity of which is 128 bytes.

A logic circuit 89 which is controlled by the character generator 16 by way of a channel 90 controls storage of the bytes of the character in the FIFO memories 36 and 37.

The control unit 39 (see Figure 1) of the printer
31, by way of the corresponding SIO interface 33, 34 (see Figure 4) and a channel 91, now recalls the bytes which are loaded in the above-indicated manner, from the FIFO memory 36 and 37, one at a time. Each byte reaches the corresponding interface 33, 34 by way of the multiplexer 79, and from the corresponding interface 33, 34, reaches the logic unit 93 (see Figure 1). Since the latter had recognized the sequence of codes which is indicative of the two byte character codes, it controls the switching means 82 in such a way as to pass the subsequent bits directly to the unit 39 which thus controls printing of the respective dots of the matrix of the character. It will be clear therefore that, for Kanji and Gaiji characters, the unit 39 of the printer 31 receives the bits of the character in already decoded form.

The speed of exchange of the signals in the channel 91 is very high (60000 bits per second). When passing single byte ICR character codes to the serial Interfaces 33 and 34, such a speed would cause interruptions in character request at the CPU 11 at a high frequency by virtue of the response capacity of the logic unit 14. In order not to privilege the printer, the interrupt signals from the Interfaces SIO to the interface 94 (Figure 4) pass through a delay circuit 92 which is activated by the signal on the conductor 80, whereby the frequency of reception of such ICR codes by the printer 31 is reduced.

The character generator 16 is connected to the bus 13 by way of its own interface 96 (see Figure 5). It comprises a further random access memory 97 with a capacity of 2K x 8 for storing ICR codes, each of two bytes, relating to Kanji and Gaiji characters, the font of which is stored in the RAM 18. Therefore, the memory 97 which hereinafter will be referred to as the "Gaiji code table" is loaded at the moment of initialization with 512 codes of which the first 384 never change.

The two byte code passed by the video control unit 19 or the module 27 on the internal data bus 42" is always a KIC code. It is stabilized in a latch 98 which is connected by means of a channel 99 to a code converter 101 and to a Gaiji code search logic unit 102. The circuit 103 controls a pair of circuits 106 and 107 which are respectively associated with the ROM 17 and the RAM 18 which are capable of sequentially generating the addresses of the successive triplets of bytes of the character from the initial address of the character.

The circuit 103, by way of the internal bus 42", also controls the row counter 71 (Figure 3) of the unit 19 for controlling the video unit 21.

If the KIC given by the latch 98 (see Figure 5) relates to one of the characters contained in the ROM 17, it addresses at its input the converter 101 which at its output gives, in 12 bits, the corresponding physical address of the beginning of the character in the ROM 17. Corresponding to that input address, at the output, is the first triplet of bytes of the first row of characters. The alphanumeric ISO and Kana characters are displayed at the video unit 21 only in accordance with a matrix comprising 24 x 12 dots, therefore for these the ROM 17 provides only 12 bits. For that purpose, the output of the ROM 17 comprises a channel 109 for carrying the 12 bits of the left-hand half of the matrix, and thus the characters represented in ICR code by a single byte. The output of the ROM 17 further comprises a channel 111 for carrying the bits of the right-hand half of the matrix. The channel 111 is therefore of relevance to the Kanji characters represented by the first level JIS codes while for the characters represented by a single byte ICR code, which are displayed in accordance with the reduced matrix of 24 x 12 dots, it is inhibited. The bits of the two channels 109 and 111 pass through a multiplexer 112 which is controlled by the logic circuit 103 in such a way as to change in output order the bits of the two channels 109 and 111, whenever that is necessary for correct alignment of the characters on the video display 21.

The output bits from the multiplexer 112 are staticised by a driver register 114 and put on the internal bus 42". The procedure is then repeated in a similar fashion under the control of the circuit 106 for the subsequent rows of the matrix. The control unit 103 further controls the register 114 in such a way as to pass to the bus 42" the bytes of the first two and the last two rows of the matrix which separate the characters.

If the KIC code provided by the latch 98 does not concern the ROM 17, that represents a second level JIS character or a Gaiji character and is to be sought in the RAM 18.

That search is carried out by way of the logic unit 102 which sequentially compares the KIC code received with the codes recorded in the table 97. If the result of that search is positive, the logic unit 102 will address the RAM 18 with the code found, whereby the operation of extracting the bytes of the character begins, whether it is in the region 49 or in the region 51. Those bytes are extracted one at a time under the control of the circuit 107 and are temporarily stored in groups of three in a register 115. The register has two 12-parallel output channels which are connected to the channels 109 and 111 whereby the signals indicative of the rows of dots are applied to the bus 42", in the manner described above.

If the result of the search carried out by the circuit 102 in the table 97 is negative, that means that the character of the Gaiji code in question is not in the RAM 18. In particular, it is not at that
time loaded into the region 51 of the RAM 18 but is in the archive memory of the disc unit 47 (see Figure 1).

In that situation, the circuit 102 (see Figure 5) emits a signal "NOGA" which causes the code which has not been found to be loaded into a two byte register 116 connected to the interface 96. In addition, the signal NOGA is applied in AND relationship with a state of a flip-flop 117 to an interrupt logic unit 118. The latter, by way of the interface 96 and the bus 13, causes the CPU 11 (see Figure 1) to call on a software module to permit searching for the code in the disc unit 47. The interrupt signal of the logic unit 118 (see Figure 5) so conditions the circuit 103 as temporarily to address the blob character of the region 49 of the RAM 18, the font of which is made available on the bus 42* to the control unit 19 of the video display 21 if the code which has not been found is requested for display.

In addition, the circuit 103 causes the circuit 108 to emit a signal B to indicate that the system is occupied in seeking the Gaiji code and causes it to command shift of the characters in the region 51 of the RAM 18 and shift of the KIC codes in the part of the table corresponding to the region 51, thereby predisposing for storage of the fresh character in the region 51 of the RAM 18 and in the table 97, which thus operate as a FIFO.

For the character which is not found, the software module now controls the CPU 11 (see Figure 1) in such a way as to compare the code of the register 116 sequentially with the codes of the characters stored in the disc unit 47. When the code is finally found, by way of the bus 13 and the interface 96 the CPU 11 sequentially passes a command to the logic circuit 103 for controlling generation of the character under the control of a timer 104 and subsequently to an input register 119, a series of bytes which firstly comprise the two bytes of the KIC code and then the 72 bytes of the font. The circuit 108 now provides for addressing of the two bytes of the KIC code from the table 97 and the 72 bytes of the font in the region 51 of the RAM 18.

Finally, the circuit 108 issues a signal GAI which, in AND relationship with the state of the flip-flop 117, resets the interrupt control circuit 118. The operation now begins, of extracting from the region 51 of the RAM 18, the bytes of the Gaiji character which has just been loaded, which is displayed at the position of the blob and/or printed character, as previously described.

Access of the various units 19, 28, 29 and 43 to the single character generator 16 is regulated by a bus priority and arbitration logic means of the polling type, which is diagrammatically indicated by reference numeral 120 in the unit 18 which functions as a master unit and reference numeral 121 in the other units 27, 43 and 19 which function as slave units.

It should be noted that, during the process of up-dating the storage of the RAM 18, caused by a signal NOGA (Figure 5), the circuit 101 may accept possible codes which address the ROM 17, either for a video unit 21 or for a printer 31.

However, the circuit 102 cannot accept another Gaiji code and obviously cannot cause the circuit 118 to generate a second interrupt for a code search at the disc-type code unit 47 until the search which is taking place is finished.

It will be appreciated that the above-described apparatus may be the subject of various modifications, improvements and addition of parts.

For example, the random access memories may be formed by various portions of memories of greater capacity. In addition, the refresh memories 24 and 25 may be duplicated so that, while a video page is being displayed, a fresh page is being loaded. Finally, the RAM 18 may be of such a capacity as to provide for the register 115, the bytes of the first two and the last two rows of the matrix, thus producing richer characters over the entire matrix comprising 28 x 24 dots.

Claims

1. Data processing apparatus having a controller (10) for at least one output peripheral (19, 21; 27, 31), wherein a character generator (16) is capable of providing for each character code a series of signals corresponding to the dots of the character in accordance with a predetermined matrix, the character generator (16) comprising a portion (18) which is capable of being loaded with a reduced number of characters that are normally contained in a mass memory (47), characterized by means (13, 96, 116, 119) for transferring a character to the said portion (18) in response to the character being requested by the said at least one output peripheral (19, 21; 27, 31) and not being found in the said portion (18).

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, characterised in that the character generator (16) comprises a ROM (17) for generating a first series of characters and a RAM (18) for generating the characters contained in the mass memory (47).

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the characters of the mass memory (47) are ideograms of an Oriental language, characterized in that the RAM (18) comprises a portion (49) which is loaded with a predetermined series of ideograms and a portion (51) which is con-
contrôlé par les moyens (13, 96, 116, 119) pour transférer une série de signaux correspondant aux points du caractère en concordance avec une matrice prédéterminée, le générateur de caractères (18) comprenant une partie (18) qui peut être chargée avec un nombre réduit de caractères qui sont normalement contenus dans une mémoire de masse (47), caractérisé par des moyens (13, 96, 116, 119) pour transférer un caractère dans ladite partie (18) en réponse au fait que le caractère est en train d'être demandé par l'ordinateur de sortie au moins prévu (19, 21 ; 27, 31) et n'est pas trouvé dans ladite partie (18).

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le générateur de caractères (16) comprend une mémoire morte (17) pour produire une première série de caractères et une mémoire vive (18) pour produire les caractères contenus dans la mémoire de masse (47).

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les caractères de la mémoire de masse (47) sont des idéogrammes d'une langue orientale, caractérisé en ce que la mémoire vive (18) comprend une partie (49) qui est chargée avec une série prédéterminée d'idéogrammes et une partie (51) qui est commandée par lesdits moyens (13, 96, 116, 119) pour un transfert à la manière d'une mémoire FIFO pour une mémorisation des autres idéogrammes qui sont transférés à partir de la mémoire de masse (47).

4. Appareil selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce qu'il est prévu en association avec la mémoire vive (18) une table (97) des codes respectifs pouvant être chargés en même temps que les caractères de la mémoire vive.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 4, caractérisé par un moyen de recherche (102) pour l'adresse du caractère de la mémoire vive (18) en
correspondance à un code émis par le périphérique recherchant le code parmi ceux enregistrés dans la table (97), le moyen de recherche étant capable, lors d’un résultat négatif (NOGA), d’activer lesdits moyens (13, 86, 116, 119) pour un transfert du caractère à partir de la mémoire de masse (47).

6. Appareil selon une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que le générateur de caractères (16) est relié au moyen d’un bus interne (42) à une pluralité d’unités périphériques (19, 21, 27, 31), des moyens (120, 121) d’arbitrage et de gestion de priorité de bus interne étant prévus pour coordonner les demandes de caractères des unités périphériques.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel une des unités périphériques comprend une imprimante matricielle (31), caractérisé en ce que l’imprimante reçoit les signaux d’impression provenant du générateur de caractères (16) au moyen d’une interface-série (33).

8. Appareil selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que l’imprimante (31) comprend un autre générateur de caractères standard (41) qui peut être adressé au moyen d’un code associé, des moyens (93, 82) étant prévus pour une reconnaissance des codes des caractères standard à envoyer audit autre générateur de caractères.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 3 et la revendication 8, caractérisé en ce que les codes de caractères standard comprennent un octet et les codes des idéogrammes comprennent deux octets et sont sélectionnés de telle sorte que le premier octet du code contienne l’information pour distinguer un code à un octet d’un code à deux octets.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce que le premier octet de chaque code à deux octets comporte un bit 7 = 1 et des bits 0-6 différents de ceux des codes de caractères standard.

11. Appareil selon une quelconque des revendications 8 à 10, caractérisé en ce que les codes des caractères standard sont transmis audit autre générateur de caractères (41) au moyen de l’interface-série (33), les moyens de reconnaissance (93, 82), lorsqu’ils ne reconnaissent pas un code standard, étant agencés pour assurer une commande directe de l’imprimante par les signaux provenant de l’interface-série.

Ansprüche


3. Anlage nach Anspruch 2, bei der die Zeichen des Massenspeichers (47) Ideogramme einer orientalischen Sprache sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der RAM (18) einen Teil (49), der mit einer vorbestimmten Folge von Ideogrammen geladen ist, und einen Teil (51) aufweist, der durch die erwähnten Übertragungsmittel (13, 96, 116, 119) als Schiebespeicher gesteuert wird, um die anderen Ideogramme zu speichern, die aus dem Massenspeicher (47) übertragen werden.

4. Anlage nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß dem RAM (18) eine Tabelle (97) der jeweiligen Codes zugeordnet ist, die zusammen mit den Zeichen des RAM geladen werden können.

5. Anlage nach Anspruch 4, gekennzeichnet durch Suchmittel (102) zum Adressieren des Zeichens des RAM (18), das einem Code entspricht, der durch das Peripheriegerät ausge- sandt wird, das den Code unter dem in der Tabelle (97) aufgezeichneten sucht, wobei die Suchmittel im Falle eines negativen Ergebnisses (NOGA) in der Lage sind, die erwähnten Mittel (13, 96, 116, 119) zum Übertragen des Zeichens aus dem Massenspeicher (47) zu
aktivieren.

6. Anlage nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Zeichengenerator (16) durch einen internen Bus (42) mit mehreren Peripheriegeräten (19, 21; 27, 31) verbunden ist, wobei Internbus-Entscheidungs- und Prioritätsmittel (120, 121) zur Koordinierung der Zeichenanforderungen der Peripheriegeräte vorgesehen sind.

7. Anlage nach Anspruch 6, bei der eines der Peripheriegeräte einen Punktdrucker (31) aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Drucker die Drucksignale von dem Zeichengenerator (16) über eine Serien-Schnittstelleneinheit (33) erhält.

8. Anlage nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Drucker (31) einen weiteren Normzeichengenerator (41) aufweist, der durch einen zugehörigen Code adressierbar ist, wobei Mittel (93, 82) vorgesehen sind, um die Codes der Normzeichen zu erkennen, die dem erwähnten weiteren Zeichengenerator zugeführt werden sollen.


10. Anlage nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das erste Byte jedes Zwei-Byte-Code in der siebten Bitstelle eine Eins und in den Bitstellen 0 bis 6 von denen der Normzeichencodes abweichende Bits aufweist.

11. Anlage nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Codes der Normzeichen dem erwähnten weiteren Zeichengenerator (41) über die Serien-Schnittstelleneinheit (33) zugeführt werden, wobei die Erkennungsmittel (93, 82) für den Fall, daß sie keinen Normcode erkennen, so ausgebildet sind, daß sie für eine direkte Steuerung des Druckers durch die Signale aus der Serien-Schnittstelleneinheit sorgen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2nd Byte ICR</th>
<th>7F80</th>
<th>FF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>αnLatin in ROM</strong></td>
<td><strong>αnLatin in ROM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(KIC 0000)</td>
<td>(KIC 0000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(KIC 00FF)</td>
<td>(KIC 00FF)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7F</td>
<td>GAIJI in RAM</td>
<td>JIS 1st Level in ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9F,00-7F</td>
<td>KIC 80,00-7F</td>
<td>KIC 80,80-FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>KANA in ROM</td>
<td>KANA in ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E0</td>
<td>(KIC 0000)</td>
<td>(KIC 0000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(KIC 00FF)</td>
<td>(KIC 00FF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>GAIJI in RAM</td>
<td>JIS 2nd Level in RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>KIC E0,00-7F</td>
<td>KIC E0,80-FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE,00-7F</td>
<td></td>
<td>FE,80-FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIG.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>